
WHAT MAKES PAINTERS UNIQUE & HOW TO SHOP HERE 
    

We grow the majority of our plants on site, rather than shipping in finished product.  Our plants are inspected & 
watered by hand & don't suffer shipping damage or transport from another climate.  We grow & sell direct, cutting out 
middleman costs & keeping prices competitive even with box stores.  Also, while we are not ‘organic’, we use beneficial 
insects & ‘gentle’ treatments whenever possible, all of our plants are non-GMO, & we do not use chemicals on our edibles.  
 
We begin with a huge variety & number, but inventory can change quickly (we can’t just ship in new stock) & with 
many species (especially perennials), our availability decreases through the season.  If you want something specific, you 
may want to get it earlier in the season to be safe!   
 
Our sales:  We are known for our giant end-of-season Clearance Sale each June.  We have a range of other sales, 
including our popular ‘Mother’s Day Sale’ & our famous Herb Festival.  In the past, we had a sale ‘season’ with continually 
decreasing prices on all products; however, we are now basing the majority of our sales on excess inventory or items ‘in 
season’.  This means you can’t depend on an item staying discounted, so again, if you are wanting something specific, you 
may want to get it before our inventory runs out – many items don’t last till our Clearance Sale! 
    
There are big benefits to organizing your plants by size.  We price most plants by the pot size, so grouping yours by 
size & ‘flatting’ them makes the line move MUCH faster.   Also, many plants are cheaper by the flat during our sales.  Check 
the individual plant signs to see which currently have flat discounts on the price label.  You can also mix & match same-
sized pots per flat (pots should fit perfectly in the flat holes if it’s the right flat size – 3.5” are 12/flat whereas 4” are 10/flat). 
    
We do not sell Wholesale or offer additional discounts such as Senior Citizen or Veteran.  We grow a specific amount 
of each plant & sell it throughout our season to a wide-ranging base of faithful retail customers.  If you want to purchase 
plants in bulk for large-scale landscaping or resale, please speak with a staff member.  We appreciate the business, but 
need to ensure you won't be depleting the majority of our stock.  We want to maintain an extensive inventory for all our retail 
shoppers (& can’t just order more in).   All customers qualify for 10% off after spending $500/season.  This year we’ve finally 
set up customer Reward Cards – the card keeps track of your purchase totals and alerts you (& us) when you hit the $500 
mark to ensure you get your 10% off on the rest of that season’s purchases!  (No more having to keep your receipts!) 
 
We cannot deliver or hold plants as time, space and workforce are too limited and we don’t have a delivery vehicle. 
We’ve tried having a ‘holding area’, but we don’t have enough space for all of the requests, and we can’t spare a staff 
member to monitor the area (plants have been taken from them in the past).  As the business grows and gets busier each 
year, we’ve had to make it a first-come, first serve shopping experience.  We hope that our wide selection, competitive 
prices and healthy plants make up for any inconvenience!   
 
We do not have a landscaping department or landscapers we can send to your home; we can offer advice on landscape 
design & what plants best suit your needs, but if you need more than 15-20 minutes of advice, or are looking for a complete 
landscape design for your home, we can recommend some professional landscapers. 
 
If you have an issue with a Painters plant, please give us a call or email us with a description of the problem. While 
we do not have a 100% return/refund policy, we typically offer an exchange of equal value if the plant has died within the 
season purchased.  Exchanges will not be honored if the plant was obviously neglected or shows signs of pest or disease 
acquired after purchase.  For plants that fail to overwinter, we typically do not offer exchanges or refunds unless there were 
signs of declining health in the 5+ warmer months after purchase.  We grow most of our own plants, so we cannot offer the 
same blanket refund policy as most garden centers who have their shrubs and trees supplied (& replaced) by large-scale 
growers.  Damage from cold winters or local pests are obviously out of our control, so at some point we have to draw a line. 
 

Please respect our policies: no smoking (indoors or out), no pets & no personal checks. 
For more about Painters, a detailed calendar, availability, photos, gardening advice & more, visit: 

www.paintersgreenhouse.com  


